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 i 
Abstract 
 
The Murdoch University Internship Program is one in which students obtain valuable 
work experience in various actions such as engineering project management and 
engineering practice. The City of Rockingham has had a long relationship with the 
Murdoch University Internship Program and has hosted an intern every year since 2004.   
 
The 2010/2011 internship reported herein was one in which the main aims were to be 
the assessment of the small wind turbine generator to be installed at the Lark Hill 
Sportsplex at Port Kennedy.  The installation was supposed to be performed through 
August of 2010, which would have coincided well with the beginning of the Semester 2 
internship period.  Due to various delays outside the control of the intern, the City and 
the University, the turbine was not installed until March of 2011 and as of the 17
th
 of 
June 2011 was still not approved for grid connection. 
 
In hindsight the assessments of the Lark Hill turbine should have been abandoned 
sooner however, the installation contractor appeared to evade timeline related queries 
and information was supplied in small measures.  This resulted in the gradual extension 
of timelines for the assessments rather than the altering of project aims to achieve 
different outcomes. 
 
The assessments were instead performed on the A1 turbine that was undergoing testing 
by NSWTC.  Using data collected by the staff the assessments were performed 
following the same international standards.  The results include a measured power curve 
in accordance with IEC 61400-12, a duration test (IEC 61400-2) and an apparent rated 
sound power level as specified by IEC 61400-11. 
 
Other outcomes achieved were the successful tendering of a Wind Atlas for the City; 
technical input into the draft renewable energy policy and; updated power output, 
financial outcomes and GHG reduction estimates for the Lark Hill wind turbine.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The main aim of the internship was to analyse the performance of the small wind 
turbine installed at the Lark Hill Sportsplex in the City of Rockingham in March of 
2011.  The unit was not approved for grid-connection by the Network Operator, 
Western Power during the period.  Due to the significant delays in the installation and 
approval of the generating unit the outputs of another small unit under test by the 
National Small Wind Test Centre (NSWTC) were analysed.  The analyses 
encompassed: 
 actual versus expected power output;  
 wind turbine power curve validation in comparison to manufacturer 
specifications;  
 wind turbine design requirements;  
 wind turbine acoustic noise measurement, analysis and rating.   
The power curve validation, the design requirement assessment and the acoustic noise 
measurement and analysis were performed with assistance from the NSWTC. 
There were several secondary aims of the internship:  
 The procurement of a wind atlas encompassing the entire City of Rockingham; 
 The location of further Council facilities that would benefit from future wind 
power generation; 
 The provision of technical input into the City of Rockingham‟s Renewable 
Energy Policy; and 
 Increasing the uptake of renewable energy in the community through public 
awareness by, assisting in displaying turbine output on the City of Rockingham 
website and providing technical input into information on wind power to be 
delivered to the community. 
 General assistance to the Environmental Planning staff on any technical issues in 
regards to Renewable Energy as they arise. 
 
The Gantt chart including the project timeline can be seen in Appendix A – Internship 
GANTT Chart. 
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2. Background 
 
2.1. Renewable Energy Projects 
 
The Cities for Climate Protection (CCP) is a program developed and run by the ICLEI 
Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI Global, 2008).  The program included the 
establishment of a baseline greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions quantity; setting of a 
target for the reduction of emissions; development and implementation of local actions 
to achieve these reductions; and the measurement of the results. 
 
The City of Rockingham joined the CCP in 1998 and has since then achieved all of the 
milestones required. The City is now in CCP Plus status which allows for continued 
membership after the milestones are met. 
 
As a member of the CCP Program, the City of Rockingham adopted a greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction target of 20% below 1996 levels by 2010 through a Corporate 
Local Action Plan (City of Rockingham, 2008a).  In order to reach this aspirational 
target the City investigated many renewable energy and efficiency measures throughout 
its facilities.  Measures taken to date include: 
 Establishment of the Engineering Internship Program; 
 Installation of a solar air heater at the Safety Bay Library; 
 PV Array installation at the „Warnbro Community Y‟ Recreation Centre; 
 Establishment of a Renewable Energy account that receives an annual budget; 
 Income/savings from renewable actions are rolled into the renewable energy 
account. 
Further items include the installation of the Lark Hill wind turbine on which this report 
is based and the planned installation of solar pool heating at the Aqua Jetty. 
 
The GHG reduction target did not take into account the increase in population and the 
consequent increase in Council operations.  Subsequently the target was not met and the 
City is currently reviewing the plan.  The CCP Program only required the setting of 
targets and so the fact that the City did not meet these targets did not affect the City‟s 
membership of the program.  
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The elements of the Corporate Local Action Plan (City of Rockingham, 2008a) have 
however achieved an abatement of at least 1904 tonnes eCO2 emissions since 1995. 
 
2.2. The Lark Hill Wind Turbine Generator 
 
The possible installation of a wind turbine at the Lark Hill Sportsplex site was initially 
reported by Rebecca Tilbrook in her 2004 internship report “Renewable Energy in the 
City of Rockingham: A Journey of Investigation, Development and Strategic Planning” 
(Tilbrook, 2004).  Feasibility studies were later performed by Ross Billing in his 2008 
internship which included a WAsP assessment of several locations within the 
Sportsplex (Billing, 2008). 
 
Following the feasibility study, which was presented to Council at the November 2008 
Ordinary Council Meeting (City of Rockingham, 2008b), the installation of a small 
wind turbine generator was permitted pending planning and associated approvals.  In 
November of 2009, after the approvals were received for the project, it was put out to 
tender. 
Only two suitable tenders were assessed and following the application of the tender 
assessment criteria the tender was awarded to Cubic Solutions Pty Ltd by Council at the 
February 2010 Ordinary Council Meeting (City of Rockingham, 2009). 
 
The  Swedish made, 5.5kW Hannevind wind turbine was installed in March of 2011 and 
was pending grid connection approval by Western Power as of June 2011. 
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3. Literature Review 
 
More resources were utilised both during the internship and in producing this document 
than warrants discussing here.  There was found to be a lack of useful and reliable 
documentation of wind turbine noise specifically suited to small wind turbines.  
 
Ross Billing‟s internship feasibility report (Billing, 2008) was a good document to 
introduce the turbine site and the City of Rockingham.  As one of the previous Murdoch 
engineering students the report covered the Lark Hill turbine micro-siting prior to 
tendering.  The report included a WASP model for a site very close to where the turbine 
was to be installed and a RETScreen model calculating life-cycle costs.  An energy 
audit of the adjacent sports centre was also reported showing a near exponential 
predicted energy consumption increase in the short term. 
 
Paul Gipe‟s website wind-works.org was an excellent resource regarding the assessment 
of small wind turbine generators discussing the need for standards in the power curve 
specification of them preceding the British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) and 
American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) standards.  The author has written many 
books on wind power especially small wind turbines.  The author has also performed 
many power curve tests and some acoustic noise monitoring of many small wind 
turbines and has been involved extensively in the wind industry both in North America 
and world-wide.  
 
BWEA Small Wind Turbine Performance and Safety Standard (Renewable UK, 2008) 
generally followed IEC standards 61400-12-1 (IEC, 2005) and 61400-11 (IEC, 2006) 
with some simplified processes for small wind turbine specific assessments.  61400-12 
covers the power performance of wind turbines and 61400-11 covers acoustic noise 
output.  The standard was produced by Renewable UK, formerly BWEA, detailing 
appropriate procedures for measuring and reporting power and noise output 
performance and safety standards.  It essentially uses the appropriate sections of IEC 
61400-11 and -12 and tailors them to be more usable in regards to small wind turbines 
and thereby increases the ease of application of the standard.  The standards for small 
wind turbine performance reporting etc. are less stringent than those for utility 
generation scale (200kW+). 
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The City of Rockingham‟s (CoR‟s) Corporate Greenhouse Strategic Plan Review 2008 
(City of Rockingham, 2008c) was a publicly available document on the CoR website 
detailing the City‟s membership of the Cities for Climate Protection Program (CCP) and 
the steps undertaken by the city in its progression through the various levels of 
membership.  
 
The CSIRO TAPM model was to be used by Murdoch University in the production of a 
wind atlas for the City of Rockingham.  The atlas produced is made up of 1km square 
grids within which average wind speed predictions across various altitudes are 
calculated.  The complete model is actually used to predict pollution flows in the 
atmosphere which involves producing an atlas via complex statistical methods from 
satellite image information.  Inputs of measured wind data within the area in question 
can be used to fine-tune the model. 
 
The Government of Western Australia‟s “Environmental Protection Act 1986” (West 
Australian Government, 1986) and the associated “Environmental Protection (Noise) 
Regulations 1997” (West Australian Government, 1997) were utilised in the assessment 
of the draft City of Rockingham renewable energy policy.  The regulations appeared 
more suited to static noise producing equipment than the time and wind-speed varying 
wind turbine noise.  The regulations attempt to convert the somewhat subjective 
annoyance level of noise to a specific measurable sound pressure level at the receiver.  
Maximum limits as well as 1% and 10% of time noise limits and specific time of day 
limits zones based limits are included.   
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4. Wind Turbine Analysis 
 
The turbine analysis was to be conducted with 4 main foci; the energy output as 
predicted by an updated WAsP model; a power curve analysis; a design requirement 
duration test; and an acoustic noise output analysis. 
 
The turbine installed at Lark Hill was a Swedish-made Hannevind 5.5kW asynchronous 
machine with a swept area of approximately 28 m
2
 atop an 18 m monopole tower 
(Hannevind, 2010).  These machines are classed as Type A0, the „A‟ denotes fixed 
speed operation and the „0‟ represents stall power control  (Ackermann, 2005).  Units of 
this type are relatively simple and have the advantages of low cost and robustness 
suggesting low maintenance and longevity, the disadvantage is uncontrollable power at 
startup (Ackermann, 2005).  The unit consists of three blades of three metres length, a 
1:10 gear box, a disc brake, a three-phase generator and a control system.  The generator 
is a four-pole unit and runs at 1500 rpm with the blades at 150 rpm resulting in a blade 
tip speed of 176 km/h.   
 
The tower and machine were installed by Cubic Solutions, who have estimated the 
annual energy production to be approximately twelve megawatt-hours at an average of 
5.5 metres per second at hub height.  This wind speed estimate used was extrapolated 
from the Bureau of Meteorology Perth Airport weather station data.  The turbine site 
works began on the 23
rd
 of February with substantial footings required due to the sandy 
soil.   
 
The power curve validation, the design requirement duration test and the acoustic noise 
measurement and analysis required the installation of the turbine in order that data could 
be collected.  As with many capital-works projects the turbine installation was delayed 
significantly.  Due to the delay in installation of the turbine and of the approval for grid 
connection the time to collect data was inadequate.  Excepting the Energy Output 
Analysis the analyses were instead performed on the A1 turbine that was under test by 
NSWTC.  The analysis of the A1 turbine will otherwise follow the same procedure that 
the Hannevind assessment would have had it been installed in time. 
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The A1 turbine was a two bladed 1kW unit comprising of a three-phase brushless 
asynchronous alternator feeding into a rectifier and controller box with an integrated 
dump load.  The DC voltage was then fed into an inverter for grid connection. 
 
4.1.  Energy Output 
 
In view of the City‟s GHG reduction target and the fact that the amount of greenhouse 
gas abated is directly proportional to the turbine energy output (which offsets grid 
purchased energy), accurate energy recordings were to be taken. The energy output 
would also directly affect the financial outcomes of the project such as payback period 
and net present value.   
 
The feasibility study performed by Ross Billing during his internship reported in 
Renewable Energy in the City of Rockingham: Lark Hill Regional Sporting Complex 
Wind Turbine Feasibility Study (Billing, 2008), included a Wind Atlas Analysis and 
Application Program (WAsP) analysis of the site given long term wind measurements at 
nearby reference site to produce a predicted wind climate at the turbine site.  The 
predicted wind climate was then utilised by Billing in a RETScreen model in order to 
estimate the average annual power output of various wind turbines and to estimate the 
financial ramifications.  Billing‟s WAsP model was compared to the current situation to 
detect any environmental changes, especially obstacles at the turbine sight, to ensure the 
most useful predicted wind climate data was used.   
 
The WAsP model was to be run using long-term wind data for the months of operation 
of the turbine only as this would have allowed a comparison between the actual power 
output and the output predicted by WAsP.  Again due to the project delays this item was 
not possible and it was therefore recommended as part of the future work. 
 
4.1.1. Approach 
 
Due to the turbine installation delay and the slight repositioning of the turbine as 
compared to that in Billing‟s study, the WAsP analysis was updated.  The updated 
analysis mainly involved re-entering the turbine location and the turbine site obstacle 
data as they were seen as the main factors affecting the output prediction.  The 
roughness roses were compared to more recent satellite images with only minor 
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modifications being made, mainly arising from differences of roughness interpretation, 
a somewhat subjective process, between the intern and Billing, as the surroundings of 
the meteorological and turbine sites are unlikely to have changed drastically within the 
past three years. 
 
WAsP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program) (Risoe DTU, 2011) is a PC 
program produced in Denmark and used extensively in the wind industry to predict 
wind farm output through wind data collected at a nearby location.  Wind data from a 
location close to the proposed wind farm or turbine site is entered into the program 
along with a roughness rose, obstacle map and vector map.   
 
The wind data (speed and direction) from the nearby location is then modified by a 
model for sheltering obstacles which estimates the wind speed had the obstacles not 
been at the site.  It is further modified by the vector map via a terrain flow model in 
order to remove the effects of the terrain on the wind speed and direction.  An entered 
roughness rose is also taken into account by increasing the height to a point that the 
terrain roughness no longer impacts on the wind speed (with a roughness change 
model).  Finally a „wind atlas‟ is produced which is essentially a regional wind climate, 
namely sets of hypothetical wind data if a site was completely flat without obstacles and 
had a uniform surface roughness.  This can be transferred to a nearby (same 
atmospheric conditions) site, in this case the potential wind farm site, by the reverse 
process (with roughness rose and obstacle map provided).   
 
The WAsP software was used to predict the wind climate at the turbine site as there was 
no wind climate data measured on site.  As a feasibility study had previously been 
performed and was not in the scope of the internship, files from Billing‟s project were 
used.  The three tab delimited wind data files created by Billing through WAsP in his 
feasibility study from Bureau of Meteorology weather stations in Garden Island and 
Mandurah and the Kwinana Industry Council (KIC) meteorological station in Kwinana 
were again used for this assessment as was the vector map sourced from Land Gate.  
The useful outputs produced by the WAsP modelling include a wind rose and a wind 
speed histogram indicative of the wind climate at the site at a height of 10m above 
ground level (AGL).  
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The produced wind data was then entered into a new RETScreen project along with the 
power curve data for the Hannevind 5.5kW turbine and the financial inputs that were 
available to give an estimate energy production, life-cycle cost and payback period.  As 
the turbine was not yet connected the actual feed-in price was unknown; however, 
because the load at the site was significant and the generating unit small, it was assumed 
that all energy produced would offset the purchased electricity and so the tariff was used 
in the calculations.  
 
4.1.2. Assumptions 
 
The wind data from the KIC meteorological station was possibly of a lower standard 
compared to the BOM data sets in terms of error checking and equipment monitoring. 
After discussion with Dr Jonathan Whale, it was decided that the KIC data set would 
provide a more accurate „wind Atlas‟ for the site.  This was because the WAsP program 
does not model the thermal effects that impact on the sea breeze especially during the 
summer months.  As the other available data sets were from Garden Island and 
Mandurah BOM stations they would likely have been exposed to these thermal effects.  
Whilst the KIC data was utilised for further analysis all three data sets were utilised in 
separate WAsP analyses to compare results. 
 
4.1.3. Method 
4.1.3.1. Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program (WAsP) 
 
The „Observed Wind Climate‟ (OWC) files created by Billing and used in his feasibility 
study were again utilised in the WAsP projects.  These files were made with 16 (22.5 
degrees each) wind direction bins.  Billing had already used the data validation in the 
WAsP OWC file creator and therefore further validation was not required. 
 
Three projects for each of the three wind data sources were created and the Land Gate 
supplied vector map was added to the projects. 
 
A „Wind Atlas‟ was added to the project and a „Met station‟ was added to this.  A new 
roughness rose was created for each of the monitoring stations (see Figure 1 below for 
the KIC monitoring station). 
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To estimate the roughness in each of the 16 sectors, Google Maps images had a number 
of circles from 4 to 20 km scaled radii centred on the met station location overlayed 
onto the image, and the 16 sectors were also marked on the image.  The terrain 
roughness was then estimated for each of the enclosed areas and entered into the 
roughness rose resulting in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 1: Image utilised roughness rose creation for the KIC meteorological station 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Resulting roughness rose for the KIC meteorological station 
 
This action was performed three times, once for each meteorological station, in the three 
separate projects.  All relevant data was now inserted so that the „Regional Wind 
Climate‟ could be calculated.  Once the regional wind climate/s had been calculated a 
turbine site could be added to the project.  The GPS coordinates for the location were 
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converted into Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) format by utilising the 
UTMConversion1 spread-sheet created by Professor Steve Dutch of the University of 
Wisconsin (Dutch, 2005).  Added to this turbine site was a new roughness rose and new 
obstacle map.  The same process for producing the roughness rose for the 
meteorological station was taken in order to estimate the sector roughness (see Figure 
3). 
 
Figure 3: Image used in estimating surface roughness lengths at the turbine site 
 
The roughness lengths were then entered into the turbine site roughness rose, see Figure 
4. 
 
Figure 4: Turbine site roughness rose 
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A Google Maps image of the turbine site was sourced and five major obstacles were 
found (see obstacles circled in red and turbine location green in Figure 5).  The same 
obstacles were found by Billing but as the turbine location was changed the bearings 
and distances were different.   
 
Figure 5: Image used to estimate obstacles at the turbine site 
 
This image was imported into Microsoft Visio and lines were drawn from the 
proposed turbine location to each of the buildings corners to calculate bearing and 
distance (with scaling).  The bearings and distances were then entered into the 
obstacle map and a porosity of 0 was used for all buildings.  Entered data seen in 
tabular form, Table 1, and resultant obstacle map is shown in Figure 6 below. 
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Obstacle A1 R1 A2 R2 Height Depth Porosity 
1 92° 51.13288 104° 26.80019 10 25.16702 0 
2 128° 309.8598 133° 287.061 10 38.77309 0 
3 150° 516.2477 153° 504.486 10 40.11596 0 
4 156° 793.6862 158° 785.5878 10 38.47077 0 
5 59° 671.7385 60° 662.5556 10 12.51562 0 
Table 1: Turbine site obstacle data as entered into WAsP 
 
 
Figure 6: Obstacle map of turbine site 
 
All required data was now present in the WAsP workspace and so the „Predicted 
Wind Climate‟ was calculated. 
 
4.1.3.2. RETScreen 
 
An initial RETScreen analysis was performed with the Hannevind 5.5kW machine 
power curve entered and using Billing‟s worst case average wind speed (4.9m/s @ 10m 
AGL) (Billing, 2008) and the energy output calculated was 11MWh/year. 
 
The RETScreen analysis was recompiled as the original turbine hub height was to be 
15m but was later increased to 18m which should also increase the energy output. 
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4.1.4. Results 
 
Figure 7: Wind rose for Lark Hill turbine site 
 
The wind rose (Figure 7) produced by WAsP with the KIC data shows prevailing winds 
from the east, south-south-east and south-south west.   
 
 
Figure 8: Wind speed distribution histogram for Lark Hill turbine site 
 
 
The wind speed histogram in Figure 8 details a lower mean speed of 3.71 m/s at 10m 
AGL than those produced by the other two datasets, which were 4.31 m/s and 5.88 m/s 
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for the Garden Island and Mandurah datasets respectively, and a reasonable fit to the 
Weibull distribution of shape factor 1.71.   
These recompiled analyses produced minimal differences in the annual energy output 
predictions probably due to the increased closeness of obstacles decreasing output and 
the increased tower height increasing the output by a similar margin.  The energy output 
is still expected to be between 10 and 12 MWh/year as previously calculated.  The 
RETScreen analysis can be found in Appendix F – Electronic Appendices. 
 
Time and the lack of measured site data did not permit the assessment of the predicted 
wind climate data produced with WAsP.  This would have allowed for a validation of 
the WAsP model and could be used to compare the models made with the three wind 
data sets and to fine tune model inputs.  After validating and/or improving the model, 
and where good correlation was apparent between measured and predicted wind climate 
for the period, the wind speed estimates could be used to estimate full year and life-
cycle performance.  This was suggested as future work to be performed by a future 
intern or NSWTC employee.  Further feasibility studies into higher capacity machines 
at the   site, as noted by Billing, could be performed with the then verified full year data. 
 
Cubic Solutions‟ energy output estimate (12MWh) is probably reasonable, although it 
was noted that in the tender documentation a wind rose was attached based on Perth 
Airport Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) station.  The airport wind rose shows an 
Easterly prevailing wind, whereas Billing‟s work and the general consensus among 
residents is a South-West prevailing wind direction at the site.  The average wind speed 
used is consistent with Billing‟s work, and his estimate of the average annual wind 
speed was 5.4m/s (at 15m AGL) (Billing, 2008) compared to Cubic Solutions‟ 5.5m/s 
(at 15m AGL).   
 
4.2.  Power Performance Analysis 
 
Accurate power curves are important to have as many purchasers of small wind turbines 
use the rated power and power curve characteristics solely when comparing wind 
turbines (Gipe, 2000).  This type of comparison makes sense in that turbines that reach 
rated power at a lower wind speed (rated wind speed) could be more efficient and have 
higher relative energy outputs than higher rated wind speed counterparts.  Also, in 
contrast to rotor swept area comparisons, power curves can include mechanical, 
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electrical and parasitic losses.  The main issue that arises is the lack of standards 
associated with the measurement of power curves for small wind turbines and therefore 
significant potential differences between manufacturers.   
 
Power curves could be measured in wind tunnels, although this method of measurement 
has been found to be relatively inaccurate in comparison to natural wind conditions in 
the field (Gipe, 2000).  Further, without a standard, independent system of power curve 
measurement, the optimistic or conservative turbine manufacturers will produce 
differing power curves inflating or deflating expected energy output estimates 
respectively. 
 
An IEC 61400-12-1 compliant analysis requires significant data points over a range of 
wind speeds above the turbine cut-in speedis required(IEC, 2005). As the data required 
could not be collected within the internship the A1 Turbine that was under test by the 
NSWTC at the NSWTC test site was instead analysed.  The analysis will be performed 
with the same processes specified in the standard and that would have been performed 
on the Lark Hill turbine had it been installed on time.   
 
4.2.1. Approach 
 
The power curve analysis of the 1kW A1 turbine follows the IEC 61400-12-1 standard 
(IEC, 2005).   
 
The data for the power performance assessment was collected by NSWTC for that 
purpose and for use in the acoustic noise analysis.  The requirements for the logging 
apparatus are specified in great detail in IEC 61400-12.  The logger must be capable of 
sampling at a minimum of 1Hz, and in the case of small wind turbine generators 
averaging of all data is performed at 1 minute intervals. 
 
Staff from NSWTC periodically travelled to the test site and downloaded the data from 
the logger onto a laptop.  This frequency of downloading is firstly due to the data 
storage limitations on the device, secondly to visually inspect the monitoring apparatus, 
and thirdly, later in the monitoring regime, to perform synchronised acoustic noise 
measurements. 
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4.2.2. Assumptions 
 
Air density on site was within 1.225±0.05kg/m
2
 at 25°C for the duration of testing. 
 
4.2.3. Method 
 
The first step the intern took in the analysis was to integrate the downloaded comma-
separated variable files sourced from NSWTC into a single spread-sheet file in 
Microsoft Excel.  After the first two months of monitoring, the programming of the 
logger was updated. This resulted in the variables being recorded in a different order. 
Having the data in different files and columns in different orders would have been 
confusing and difficult to handle, hence the need for the data to be reorganised.  The 
consolidation of the data into one file also allowed all data validation and processing to 
be performed at once. 
 
Extensive data validation was performed on the power output, wind speed and wind 
direction data to ensure that erroneous data was removed.  This mainly involved sorting 
the columns of each measurement from maximum to minimum (one at a time) and 
looking for values that were outside the expected ranges of -100W to 1550W for the 
power output, 0 to 25 m/s for the wind speed and 0 to 360 degrees for the wind 
direction.  
 
During data validation it was noted that the minute where the logger is restarted after a 
memory dump often contained very high wind speed readings in the wind speed average 
column from both anemometers.  These averages also did not correspond with similarly 
high wind speed maximum readings and the previous and subsequent minutes were 
significantly lower.  This was relatively easy to find as it generally corresponded to the 
minute after the last entry in the previous file download.  If the logger had overrun the 
memory and began overwriting there was no such spurious reading.  It was therefore 
assumed that this was an anomaly due to the time the logger began averaging the first 
minute when activated.  The entire rows that included such data were removed from the 
dataset. 
 
In order to normalise the wind speed data and/or power data for air density the air 
density was calculated by the formula: 
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Equation 1: Data normalisation for air density (IEC,2005 p. 20) 
Where: 
Ρ10min calculated average air density (kg/m
2
) 
B10min measured average air pressure (Pa) 
T10min measured average temperature (K) 
R0 gas constant of dry air 287.05 J/(kg x K) 
 
It was noted during the data validation however, that there were a significant number of 
out of range pressure readings some as high as 1001 Pa clearly an anomalous reading.  
The standard allows that normalisation is not required where the air density is always 
within 1.225 ± 0.05 kg/m
2
 and this was found to be the case for all calculated densities 
when the measured pressure was within the expected range. It was therefore assumed 
that the density was always within the range allowing normalisation to be avoided. 
 
Once the data had been validated the data processing began. 
 
Firstly, the wind speeds were binned into 0.5m/s width bins, the first being centred at 
0.5m/s as the standard specifies that these bins should begin at least 1m/s below the cut 
in wind speed (in this case not until 3.5 m/s).  This was performed by assigning the 40 
columns alongside the measured data each a bin up to the maximum wind speed 
recorded (in this case 20.16m/s).  IF statements were then used to copy the data from 
the wind speed column (only if it was within the bin) into the respective bin column 
otherwise the cell was left blank (no value).  At the bottom of each bin column the 
average of the data within that bin was found. 
 
The same process was then followed to bin the output power column data at the 
respective wind speeds, and again averages of the power output within each bin were 
found. 
 
This processing produced extremely large Excel files reaching 473Mb and so the 
averages of the wind speeds and powers were pasted into a new file. 
 
In the new file scatter plots were produced of the wind speed bin centre points against 
the average of the binned power output levels. This was the measured power curve.  
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Overlaid on this plot was the manufacturer supplied power curve although this was 
transposed from a pdf data sheet so was simply used as a general comparison. 
 
The next items to be calculated were the Annual Energy Production (AEP) estimates 
which use the Rayleigh distribution (equivalent to a Weibull distribution of shape factor 
2) as a reference wind speed distribution.  The AEP was calculated for the integer 
annual average wind speeds 4-11 m/s by using the distribution in calculating the power 
for the binned wind speed centres according to the formulae: 
 
Equation 2: AEP (IEC, 2005 p.21) 
 
Equation 3: Rayleigh function (IEC, 2005 p.22) 
Where: 
Nh is hours per year 
N is the number of bins 
Vi averaged wind speed in bin i 
Pi averaged power output in bin i 
F(V) Rayleigh cumulative probability distribution function 
Vave annual average wind speed at hub height 
V wind speed 
 
Finally the power coefficient CP was calculated for each of the binned wind speeds 
using Equation 4. 
 
Equation 4: Power coefficient (IEC, 2005 p.22) 
 
4.2.4. Results 
 
See Table 2 below for some selected results of the data validation.  The wind speed and 
power data was concentrated on as these were the most important variables.  For fully 
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compliant testing all items of data would require full data validation with the wind vane 
standard deviation requiring further processing for meaningful data to be produced. 
 
As can be seen in Table 2 the average power measurement had negative values in some 
cases, this would be due to energy consumption within the inverter (as the measurement 
is taken at the grid connection) probably when the wind speed fluctuates about the cut in 
speed. 
 
Data Validation 
B.PrimAnemAV 
(Ave) 
B.PrimAnemSD 
(SD) 
B.PrimAnemMX 
(Max) 
B.PrimAnemMN 
(Min) 
Pre 
MAX 238.581 1262.354 6802.147 14.5323 
MIN 0.27 0 0.27 0 
Post 
MAX 20.16488 13.76972 47.3976 14.5323 
MIN 0.27 0 0.27 0.27 
  
D.WindVaneAV D.WindVaneSD 
D.WindVaneMX 
(Max) 
D.WindVaneMN 
(Min) 
Pre 
MAX 359.9996 1E+38 258797 99999.9 
MIN 0.000474 0 -1.97521 -117.033 
Post 
MAX 359.9996 1E+38 99999.9 99999.9 
MIN 0.000474 0 -1.97521 -117.033 
  
F.ACPwr2AV 
(Ave) 
F.ACPwr2SD 
(SD) 
F.ACPwr2MX 
(Max) 
F.ACPwr2MN 
(Min) 
Pre 
MAX 1984.106 12869.82 99999.9 1210.457 
MIN -36.726 0 -35.503 -439696 
Post 
MAX 1532.354 4392.883 24599.97 1210.457 
MIN -36.726 0 -35.503 -439696 
  E.TempAV (Ave) E.TempSD (SD) E.TempMX (Max) E.TempMN (Min) 
Pre 
MAX 233279 247.5142 852.0204 278.6422 
MIN -11.5356 0 -0.50689 -36.075 
Post 
MAX 233279 247.5142 852.0204 278.6422 
MIN -11.5356 0 -0.50689 -36.075 
  G.PressAV (Ave) G.PressSD (SD) G.PressMX (Max) G.PressMN (Min) 
Pre 
MAX 1001.558 78.29068 256.9636 102.8025 
MIN -30.4146 0 -0.62006 -32.8906 
Post 
MAX 1001.558 78.29068 256.9636 102.8025 
MIN -30.4146 0 -0.62006 -32.8906 
Table 2: Maximum and minimum values for selected data before and after validation 
 
 
The measured power curve can be seen in tabular form (Table 3) and graphical form 
(Figure 9:  Measured and supplied power curves). The table also includes calculated CP 
and the number of datasets, the graphical form has the power curve transposed from the 
manufacturer‟s data sheet as a general comparison.  Thirty minutes of data (30 sets) in 
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each bin up to the rated power of 1kW (highlighted in yellow) are all that are required 
for compliant power curve creation so this has been achieved successfully.  
Annual Energy production estimates at various integer wind speeds are charted in 
Figure 10, this unit placed at the Lark Hill site would have an AEP of around 2000 kWh 
(using the average wind speed of 5.5 m/s).  The CP chart of Figure 11 is often used in a 
similar way to efficiency in terms of how well the unit extracts the available power from 
the wind.  The curve exhibits the shape expected from such a unit and it highlights the 
self-consumption of the unit at very low wind speeds. 
The scatter plot of mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum output power as a 
function of wind speed (Figure 12) shows that the values are reasonably well spread. 
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Bin Centre 
(m/s) 
Average Power in 
Wind Speed Bin (W) Cp 
No. of 
datasets 
1.00 -0.74 -0.19 5572 
1.50 -0.87 -0.07 12770 
2.00 -0.93 -0.03 22026 
2.50 -1.19 -0.02 32974 
3.00 -2.02 -0.02 43606 
3.50 0.23 0.00 47938 
4.00 13.30 0.06 47024 
4.50 40.25 0.13 41857 
5.00 78.13 0.18 37748 
5.50 125.58 0.22 34364 
6.00 178.28 0.24 29665 
6.50 233.81 0.24 24995 
7.00 295.52 0.25 20239 
7.50 366.55 0.25 15228 
8.00 441.79 0.25 11986 
8.50 522.61 0.24 9286 
9.00 604.21 0.24 7428 
9.50 691.81 0.23 5763 
10.00 777.53 0.22 4278 
10.50 860.90 0.21 3123 
11.00 944.02 0.20 2215 
11.50 1011.81 0.19 1416 
12.00 1069.23 0.18 970 
12.50 1135.61 0.17 603 
13.00 1148.58 0.15 377 
13.50 1201.77 0.14 221 
14.00 1197.02 0.12 155 
14.50 1224.89 0.11 110 
15.00 1251.87 0.11 67 
15.50 1278.90 0.10 49 
16.00 1307.85 0.09 29 
16.50 1297.85 0.08 28 
17.00 1356.23 0.08 13 
17.50 1284.19 0.07 3 
18.00 1245.58 0.06 0 
18.75 1206.97 0.06 2 
19.75 1453.16 0.05 1 
Table 3: Measured Power Curve 
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Figure 9:  Measured and supplied power curves 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Estimated AEP at integer wind speeds 
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Figure 11: Measured Cp 
 
 
Figure 12: Dataset scatter plot 
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4.3.  Acoustic Noise Monitoring and Analysis 
 
The acoustic noise output is an important factor in selecting wind turbines in relation to 
environmental and physiological effects.  This noise output may preclude particular 
turbines in certain residential or environmentally sensitive areas.  The manufacturer of 
the Hannevind turbine stated that the turbine produces less than 40 dB(A) sound 
pressure (Hannevind, 2010); they did not specify however the distance from the turbine 
that this was taken.  It should however easily comply with council tender limit of 65 
dB(A) at 10m from the base.  The measurement and analysis will nonetheless be useful 
to the Council in determining the acoustic impact of similar turbines and may allow for 
easing of the restrictions on noise output versus buffer distance in the pending City of 
Rockingham Renewable Energy Policy. 
 
The IEC International Standard 61400-11 Acoustic Noise Measurment Techniques aims 
to provide “…a uniform methodology that will ensure consistency and accuracy in the 
measurement and analysis of acoustical emissions by wind turbine generator systems.” 
(International Electrotechnical Commission, 2006 p.6).  The standard covers all types of 
wind turbine generators in order to make standard and comparable noise ratings. 
  
Again, due to the turbine installation delays and the fact that the noise measurement 
equipment was being utilised by NSWTC whenever relatively high wind speeds were 
predicted for testing the A1 turbine, measurements at the Lark Hill site were not taken.  
The A1 turbine noise data taken by NSWTC was instead used for the assessment. 
4.3.1. Approach 
 
The analysis was performed in accordance with the aforementioned IEC 61400-11.  
 
Acoustic noise data was collected from a smaller machine (A1 Turbine) that was under 
test at the NSWTC test site by Daniel Jones.  Recordings were taken both with the 
turbine running and not running. This is because total noise was measured with the 
microphone so background noise and background noise plus turbine noise were required 
to estimate wind turbine noise alone as specified in IEC 61400-11.   
 
The standard requires measurements around the integer wind speeds 6-10m/s and it uses 
these measurements to calculate an equivalent Rated Sound Power at 8m/s.   
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The PULSE (Brüel & Kjær, 2011) software and hardware used, produced by Brüel & 
Kjær, was quite complex, and thus required some time to learn.  Time was spent by the 
intern with Daniel Jones and Bryn Durrans of NSWTC during May learning how to use 
the PULSE software collaboratively.  Plans were made for the intern to attend site 
during noise testing but due to timetabling difficulties and the unpredictability of the 
wind during autumn and winter this did not take place.  Data taken by NSWTC alone 
was used for the noise assessments with the intern taking part in the set-up and 
execution of the analysis in PULSE, and the data manipulation in Excel. 
 
4.3.2. Assumptions 
 
There were many assumptions made in the PULSE LabShop software which followed 
examples given by the software producers to NSWTC. 
4.3.3. Method 
 
The first step in the process was to record acoustic noise at the turbine site.  There were 
many requirements to be met for standard compliant noise measurements such as: 
 Distance of the microphone from the turbine base to be the tower height plus 
half the diameter (tip height) 
 The anemometer tower must be 2- 4 blade diameters from the turbine (in this 
case 2.5) 
 The anemometer tower must be on the windward side of the turbine within 150° 
of wind direction 
 The microphone mounted on a sound board with a primary wind shield must be 
within 120° of the leeward side of the turbine centred on the wind direction 
 
The data was measured by a PULSE 3050B unit which was connected to a laptop via 
Ethernet and recorded directly to the hard drive.  The logger used for the power 
performance assessment was used to measure the wind speeds for the noise tests, and 
therefore had to be synchronised with the laptop time. The laptop time was therefore 
synchronised with the noise measurements.  
 
Once the data was measured as a sound file in .wav format it was analysed with the 
PULSE LabShop software.  The user manual and examples were minimal and difficult 
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to follow let alone understand, so a template created by Bryn Durrans in consultation 
with the software dealer was used for the analysis.  The basic function of the processing 
was to create one minute average sound pressure levels to coincide with the one minute 
averaged wind speed and/or power measurements.  Once these averaged values were 
obtained the data was imported into Excel for further processing. 
 
Wind speeds for the minutes of measured noise pressure data could be found in one of 
two ways according to the standard, either through measurement of power produced and 
application of the power curve or via measured wind speed data.  The noise pressure 
data from PULSE was aligned with the wind speed measurements from the same 
minutes and the data was binned into five integer centred bins from 6-10m/s in a similar 
fashion as in the power performance standard.  The average of the sound pressure levels 
in each bin was then found.  This same process was performed for both turbine on and 
turbine off measurements. 
 
At this point the required data consisted only of averaged noise pressures for each 
integer wind speed bin for both background and running noise (Ls+n) and background 
only noise (Ln).  From those values the noise pressure of the turbine alone (Ls) was 
calculated using Equation 5. 
 
Equation 5: Correction for background noise (IEC, 2006 p.21) 
 
LAeq,c,k was then calculated by performing a 4
th
 order regression on LS.  
Then the apparent sound power levels for each of the integer wind speed bins were 
calculated using Equation 6. 
 
Equation 6: Apparent sound power level (IEC, 2006 p.21) 
Where: 
LAeq,c,k background corrected A-weighted sound pressure level (dBA) 
R1  slant distance from rotor centre to microphone (m) 
S0  reference area = 1 (m
2
) 
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4.3.4. Results 
 
The preliminary rated apparent sound power level for the A1 turbine is 88 dB at 8 m/s 
but not all bins have been filled and this result was an extrapolation from available data. 
 
Figure 13 below shows a clear correlation between wind speed and noise pressure level 
with the A1 turbine operating. 
 
 
Figure 13: Correlation between noise pressure and wind speed for the A1 turbine 
 
 
Figure 14 shows the apparent noise pressure level at various slant distances from the 
hub of the A1 turbine according to the estimated apparent sound power level.  
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Figure 14: Slant distance vs apparent pressure level A1 turbine rated sound power 
 
PULSE required the user to endure a steep learning curve and many assumptions were 
made in order to have the software produce useful results.  This was partially due to the 
applications that PULSE was designed for. It appeared more suited to short term data 
triggered at a certain level or by external trigger as compared to long term 
measurements in relation to wind speeds and directions.  It was also made more difficult 
by the lack of in depth knowledge by all parties involved of the properties of sound 
propagation and transmission.  The Noise Analysis was incomplete due to the lack of 
data at 8 to 10 m/s. 
 
The one-third octave band levels and the tonality (a further analysis in IEC 61400-11) 
are yet to be performed due to the complexity of the PULSE software and the possibility 
of NSWTC purchasing a plug-in for the software which could perform all the analysis 
and calculations. 
 
4.4.  Small Wind Turbine Design Requirements 
 
4.4.1. Approach 
 
The design load calculations used various mechanical specifications of the Hannevind 
turbine and the equations given in IEC 61400-2 to calculate various forces, loads and 
blade bending moments.  This data would be used by designers of small wind turbines 
to design a machine for the Class required.  Most of the mechanical data was supplied 
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by the manufacturer but some information was not known or supplied so not all 
calculations were completed. 
 
The duration test was performed using measured data from the A1 turbine and is 
complete when there is enough data collected as detailed in IEC 61400-2.  Tables are 
produced through data collation in MS Excel.  The higher the class the higher the wind 
speeds required to have been endured by the machine. 
 
4.4.2. Method 
 
4.4.2.1. Design Load Calculations 
 
The equations specified in IEC 61400-2 Section 7.4 Simplified Load Model and data 
supplied via email from the Hannevind were entered into an Excel spread-sheet and 
calculated for each of the classes.  See Appendix F – Electronic Appendicesfor a copy 
of the Excel file. 
4.4.2.2. Duration Testing 
 
Using the validated measured data from the A1 turbine simple COUNT, COUNTIF and 
COUNTIFS functions were performed in Microsoft Excel to test if the durations 
specified in the standard were met.  All Types (I – IV) were tested simultaneously for 
completion of duration. 
 
The six months operation was easily verified simply by using the COUNT function on 
the date stamp column of the data.  This was then compared to the required number, in 
this case six months in minutes (259‟200 entries), with an IF statement. 
 
The 2‟500 hours of power production at any wind speed was performed with the 
COUNTIF function.  This allowed for entries to be counted only if the average power 
column was positive (greater than 0).  The result was compared to the required number, 
in this case 2‟500 hours in minutes (150‟000 entries), with an IF statement. 
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The further two tests were slightly more complex and required the use of the 
COUNTIFS function which allows for counting of entries only when more than one 
condition is met. 
 
The 250 hours of power production at wind speeds over and including 1.2 times V,ave 
was the first performed with differing equations for each class as the V,ave is different 
for each.  The COUNTIFS function was used to count only the entries that had positive 
power values and wind speeds greater than or equal to the value specified by the 
standard. The result was compared to the required number, in this case 250 hours in 
minutes (15‟000 entries), with an IF statement. 
 
Similarly, the 25 hours of power production at wind speeds over and including 1.8 times 
V,ave was performed with the COUNTIFS function so as to count only the entries that 
had positive power values and wind speeds greater than or equal to the value. The result 
was compared to the required number, in this case 25 hours in minutes (1‟500 entries), 
with an IF statement. 
 
4.4.3. Results 
 
4.4.3.1. Design Load Calculations 
 
See Table 4 below for the results of the design load calculations based on the 
Hannevind turbine; the items highlighted yellow are those which use incomplete or 
estimated information.  Wind turbine designers would use this data when designing or 
modifying a wind turbine generator to ensure safe design Class compliance. 
 
  
   
SWT Class 
Design 
Situation Clause Load Case 
Calculated 
Variable I II III IV 
Power 
Production 7.4.2 
A: Normal 
Operation 
dFzb (N) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
dMxb (Nm) 186.0 186.0 186.0 186.0 
dMyb (Nm) 626.1 736.5 834.8 1043.4 
dFxshaft (N) 939.1 1104.8 1252.1 1565.2 
dMxshaft (Nm) 591.8 591.8 591.8 591.8 
dMshaft (Nm) 695.2 778.0 851.7 1008.2 
7.4.3 
B: Yawing 
MyB (Nm) 313.0 368.3 417.4 521.7 
Mshaft (Nm) 582.4 665.2 738.9 895.4 
7.4.4 C: Yaw error Myb (Nm) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
7.4.5 D: Maximim Fx-shaft (N)  5411.9 3910.1 3044.2 1948.3 
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Thrust 
Power 
Production 
plus fault 
7.4.6 
E: Max Rot. 
Speed 
FzB (N) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Mshaft (Nm) 155.4 155.4 155.4 155.4 
7.4.7 
F: Short at 
load 
connection 
Mxshaft (Nm) 1116.0 1116.0 1116.0 1116.0 
MxB (Nm) 372.0 372.0 372.0 372.0 
Shutdown 
7.4.8 
G: 
Shutdown 
(braking) 
Mxshaft (Nm) 708.0 708.0 708.0 708.0 
MxB (Nm) 236.0 236.0 236.0 236.0 
Parked 
(idle/standst
ill) 
7.4.9 
H: Parked 
wind loading 
Ve50 (m/s) 70.0 59.5 52.5 42.0 
MyB (Nm) 2025.8 1463.7 1139.5 729.3 
Fx-shaft (N)  4051.7 2927.3 2279.1 1458.6 
Tower load (N) 29172.2 21076.9 16409.3 10502.0 
Nacelle load (N) 2250.9 1626.3 1266.2 810.3 
Blade load (N) 7878.3 5692.1 4431.5 2836.2 
Total load (N) 39301.4 28395.2 22107.0 14148.5 
Parked plus 
fault 
7.4.10 
I: Parked 
wind loading 
(max 
exposure) 
Tower load (N) 14883.8 10753.5 8372.1 5358.2 
Nacelle load (N) 1148.4 829.7 646.0 413.4 
Blade load (N) 4019.5 2904.1 2261.0 1447.0 
Total load (N) 20051.7 14487.4 11279.1 7218.6 
Table 4: Design load calculations for Hannevind 5.5kW turbine 
 
4.4.3.2. Duration Testing 
 
The duration test was performed and so far the A1 turbine has only completed all 
durations for Class IV certification.  As with the Noise Assessment the lack of higher 
wind speed measured data is increasing the time required at this particular site.  As can 
be seen in Table 5 below there was still 15.8 hours of power production at 1.8V,ave 
required for Class III duration to be met and many hours in both 1.2V,ave and 1.8V,ave 
for the higher classes. 
 
 
SWT Class I II III IV 
V,ave 10.0 8.5 7.5 6.0 
1.2V,ave 12.0 10.2 9.0 7.2 
1.8V,ave 18.0 15.3 13.5 10.8 
6 months Operation Completed Completed Completed Completed 
2500 hrs Power Producing Completed Completed Completed Completed 
250 hrs Power Production 
@ 1.2V,ave Not completed Not completed Completed Completed 
Hours Performed 34.68 162.03 380.13 1081.23 
25 hrs Power Production @ 
1.8V,ave Not completed Not completed Not completed Completed 
Hours Performed 0.05 1.98 9.20 100.17 
Table 5: Duration Test Results 
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5. Wind Atlas 
 
The production of a wind atlas was requested by the City of Rockingham as part of the 
internship proposal.  The aim of this undertaking is two-fold:  to aid the City of 
Rockingham in locating future potential wind power generation sites; and to allow the 
City of Rockingham to give potential wind power generator owners/installers 
indications of the average wind speed at their proposed sites. 
 
As the cost was estimated to be between $5001 and $20000 the City of Rockingham 
Purchasing Policy required that at least two quotations were obtained and assessed in 
terms of value for money, sustainable procurement and item specific requirements. 
Quotes for the production of a wind atlas were sought in February, from NSWTC and 
GHD, with the intern writing the request letters and specification in conjunction with 
Paddy Strano, Rex Ballard, Bruce Foster and Peter Ricci see Appendix E – Letter to 
Murdoch University – Request for Wind Atlas Quotation.   
   
GHD requested that two other companies, 3Tier and Cyclopic Energy, who had a higher 
level of expertise in wind modelling be allowed to submit quotations instead of GHD 
themselves.  Three quotations were received by the required date.  The quotations were 
assessed and NSWTC was successful as the final output of all was very similar and the 
cost was much lower than the Cyclopic Energy quote, and similar to the 3Tier quote but 
utilising longer term data.   It was understood that the wind atlas CoR will receive is 
that produced by the CSIRO‟s „The Air Pollution Model‟ (TAPM) program (CSIRO, 
2008).   
 
NSWTC has recently produced a wind atlas of this type for the City of Mandurah and 
the City of Cockburn.  This type of wind atlas is produced using satellite data and 
details wind speed histogram and wind rose estimates at various heights at many 
locations within specified grids.  Whilst individual site estimates using TAPM are not 
likely to be as accurate as a WASP assessment, they are performed over larger 
geographical areas and can be used to locate potential sites.  TAPM therefore saves the 
time and expense of performing site specific assessments of unsuitable wind generation 
sites. 
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The large aerial image file and the shape files including the City and suburb boundaries 
and the coast line were collected by the intern from the City on a portable hard drive 
and supplied to Bradley Evans, a PhD candidate at Murdoch University who will 
produce the atlas. 
The wind atlas was to be completed in July/August of 2011 with the City being required 
to finalise the layout, formatting and content of the grid reports. 
 
The reports which were to be supplied by the City to members of the public given the 
address or lot number of their site will be incorporated in the Cities Intramaps system.  
The first page of the report consists of the estimate of average wind speed, a wind rose, 
a wind speed histogram and several disclaimers.  The second page details instructions 
on understanding the wind rose, histogram and their use along with a turbine power 
curve to estimate the annual energy production.  The sample report supplied was written 
by Murdoch University in conjunction with the City of Cockburn and has been supplied 
to the City of Rockingham to assist with the formulation of its own report. 
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6. Future Potential Wind Generation Sites 
 
As the wind atlas was not completed during the internship period, the investigation into 
locating future potential sites within the Rockingham area was not performed.  Given 
the significant land area in and around the Lark Hill Sportsplex the site would be the 
most likely to allow future installations pending the current wind turbine assessment.   
 
It was the opinion of the intern that the Lark Hill site was the best location for future 
CoR installations as the site had a large area of land available, a close proximity to the 
coast and low scrub only between the site and the coast.  
 
Other sites should still be located and investigated as part of future works. 
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7. Renewable Energy Policy Input 
 
CoR was drafting a renewable energy policy which details the requirements of wind 
energy generation installations within the City.  The policy should allow for the 
streamlining of approvals for wind energy installations (similar to current solar based 
systems) and provide clear guidelines for manufacturers and installers on what is 
required.   
 
The first draft of the Renewable Energy Policy was produced by the City, generally 
following the NSW State Government “Discussion Paper on Planning for Renewable 
energy Generation: Small Wind Turbines” (State of New South Wales, 2010), and 
feedback was supplied to the Planning Department by the intern.  The feedback 
included the removal of limits on the power rating of individual turbines, as the noise 
and height limits were seen as restrictive and a power rating limit seemed counter-
productive (in the interest of maximising power generation); the height limits in 
commercial and industrial zones, which were limited to twenty-five metres blade-tip 
height, were also queried as too restrictive especially when compared to allowable 
building heights; and the height of roof-mounted turbines limited to three metres to tip 
above the highest roof point were seen as inconsistent since often this would be a lower 
elevation than the limits on freestanding installations.   
 
The Policy was then forwarded to the City‟s Health Department who queried the sound 
power buffer zones as compared to the WA Environmental Protection (Noise) 
Regulations 1997 (Western Australian Government, 1997).  After the query by the 
City‟s Health Services Department, the policy was tested for consistency with the WA 
regulations.   
 
In order that the compliance (or lack thereof) of a particular turbine installation be 
simple to assess for purchasers, installers and council officers, the rated sound power of 
a given wind turbine was assigned a certain set-back distance between the installation 
and the nearest non-associated dwelling (neighbouring property boundary) or receiver.  
The regulations specify the limits in sound pressure level that shall be detected at a non-
associated dwelling. 
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The calculations performed involved converting the sound power level and buffer 
distances to sound pressure level at the receiver.  The received sound pressure levels 
then had the expected penalties added and were compared to the maximum allowable 
level.  The Rated Sound Power Level of a small wind turbine is the level at a hub-height 
wind speed of 8 m/s (as measured in accordance with IEC 61400-11) and it was unclear 
to the intern if this wind speed was selected in the standard as it resulted in a general 
maximum noise pressure over background noise, allowing the resultant noise pressure 
level at the receiver to be comparable with the maximum limit.  The regulations also 
specify 1% and 10% of time noise pressure level limits which are more stringent than 
the maximum limits.  To calculate the time at a particular sound power level would 
require wind speed distributions and calculated noise at those wind speeds for each 
proposed installation which would increase the complexity and even the possibility of 
many installations. 
 
Documentation was compiled by the intern including all the assumptions made in the 
calculations (see Appendix D – Submission comparing RE policy and WA regulations).  
This documentation was supplied to the Health Services Department which requested 
that the policy be made to comply with the 10% of time level (LA,10).  This was due to 
the WA Regulations appearing to have been written with wind speed independent noise 
sources only in mind.  The WA Environmental Protection Act 1986 (Western Australian 
Government, 1986) only specifies that „unreasonable‟ noise should not be heard at 
receivers, this would suggest that wind-masking of noise could be applied to items such 
as wind turbines that vary the noise produced proportionally to wind speed.  This has 
not been considered in the regulations so was not applied.  It unfortunately resulted in 
very strict noise restrictions for wind turbine installations.  For example, the A1 Turbine 
preliminary rated apparent sound power level of 88 dBA would require a setback of 
581m in residential and rural areas.   
An application could be approved outside the policy‟s noise limits but would require a 
report from an acoustic engineer which would increase the costs by a considerable 
margin for small wind turbine systems and will probably discourage such installations. 
 
See Appendix C – CoR Draft Renewable Energy Policy for the latest draft draft policy. 
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The area of small wind turbine noise production was found to be very complex, and this 
was exacerbated by the lack of empirical studies devoted to small wind turbine 
generators as opposed to large units. 
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8. Public Awareness of Wind Power 
 
In a discussion with Trent Steer, Co-ordinator, Information Technology Operations, 
CoR, it was discovered that the workshop adjacent to the turbine site will soon have an 
upgraded optic fibre connection to the City of Rockingham Intranet and that two 
connection points would be made available for the data loggers.  The upgrade was 
planned to take place within the 2010-2011 financial year. 
 
Again due to the turbine installation delays there was little information available on how 
the website was to be utilised to display the power output data.  This is because the 
simplest solution may be the use of the Netbiter.com account that comes with the 
datalogger which requires ownership of the logger to activate.   
 
Ideally CoR would like the web site for the Lark Hill wind turbine generator to have 
similar capabilities as to that of the SMA “Sunny Portal” (SMA, 2011) website  in terms 
of selectable trend displays as well as total energy production.  This would be 
investigated further once the turbine was activated.  The raw data could be sent 
periodically from the logger to a specific email account as a comma-separated-variable 
file.  This option should be performed regardless of web-display functions to allow 
collection of long term data for later analysis. 
 
The main difficulty in the web display is the lack of specialist web support within the 
City so creating charts from raw data or linking to the Netbiter.com account may prove 
difficult or come at further cost. 
 
The required logging and display capabilities should probably have been included in the 
Tender requirements and may have resulted in another tenderer winning the contract.  
The lack of specification in the tender document was possibly due in part to the lack of 
continuity of renewable energy engineering support and the lack of connection between 
interns by way of handover documents or the like.   
 
The CoR was to develop informational signs and advertising in relation to the Lark Hill 
wind turbine and the intern was expected to assist with technical input.  Due to the 
concurrent resignation of Paddy Strano, Co-ordinator Sustainability and Environment, 
and the long-service leave of Peter Ricci, Manager Strategic Management, in May 2011, 
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two of the main project drivers were absent.  This resulted in a lack of support for the 
project and the planned opening celebrations were indefinitely postponed so 
informational signs have not been designed or produced.  Several project status reports 
were however written during the internship period. City staff utilising these reports 
should have adequate information when designing signs at a later date. 
 
The wind atlas reports would also increase the public awareness of wind power but 
advertising should be done once the atlas is complete to make residents and others 
aware that they are available.  The City was also considering allowing free web access 
to the Intramaps system which could then allow direct download of the informational 
wind reports.  
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9. Conclusion 
 
Due to the delays in the installation of the turbine many of the original aims were 
modified or changed completely.  The delays were unfortunate in that this meant that 
the Lark Hill turbine was not assessed or even producing power as yet. 
 
The aims that were achieved from the City of Rockingham‟s viewpoint were the 
provision of technical input into the renewable energy policy, the commissioning of the 
Wind Atlas and the general assistance to City staff. 
 
In terms of the internship as a whole, the main aims of power performance assessment, 
duration testing and acoustic noise measurement and analysis were completed excepting 
that they were not performed on the Hannevind machine.  
 
In hindsight the assessment of the Lark Hill turbine from measured data should have 
been abandoned in the summer period allowing more time for the full assessment of the 
A1 turbine and the performance of alternative aims. 
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11. Appendix A – Internship GANTT Chart 
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12. Appendix B – Turbine Site Meeting 23
rd
 September 
 
Attendees:   
 
Cubic Solutions - Daniel Page (Business Development Manager) and Travis Bentley 
(WA State Manager) 
RISE NSWTC – Bernie Brix (Manager) and Daniel Jones (Wind Test Engineer) 
CoR – John Spearing (standing in for Andrew Davidson) (Engineering) and Kim 
Ritchie (Renewable Energy Research Assistant) 
McKnight’s Electrical - Craig 
 
Items discussed: 
 
 Wind Turbine tower height increase 
o Cubic Solutions decided that an 18m tower was more suitable than the 
previously stated 15m due to the maintenance building and the 
embankment (to the West between Warnbro Sound Ave and Sportsplex 
Parkway) and also because of the disagreement between prevailing wind 
direction predictions. 
o This height should increase the power output of the turbine and the 
increased cost will be covered by Cubic Solutions. 
 
 Location of wind turbine 
o Need to verify that the Northern boundary can be the bollards aligned 
with the Northern fence of the maintenance building.  
o Actual location to be along the centreline (East-West) of the maintenance 
building‟s rear asphalt area (diagrams to be produced by Cubic 
Solutions). The location allows a better output from the Easterly wind 
being the next most prominent wind direction after the South-Westerly. 
 
 Fencing requirements 
o Need to check details of the fencing CoR require as Daniel Page 
suggested damage to the blades by vandals was unlikely to occur 
negating the need to fence the whole 25m by 25m square if any. 
 
 Location of Turbine control box 
o Inside the maintenance building was seen as the best location for the box 
(approx 550mm wide and 700mm high (can be mounted on wall) exact 
location not yet decided pending cabling requirements.  The most likely 
location would be on the wall to the left of the existing electrical 
switches (which would require the relocation of the wall-mounted First-
Aid kit and the paper towel dispenser).  The secondary possible position 
mentioned was in a weather-proof box outside on the South-East corner. 
 
 Requirements and location of cabling 
o The cabling is to be installed in a trench from the turbine in a South-
Easterly direction (with another trench joining this from the 
meteorological mast (data cabling)) to the edge of the maintenance 
building‟s Western driveway (near the Southern end of the existing 
fence) and then tunnelled under the driveway and into the maintenance 
building.  The electrical contractor was to assess the cabling from the 
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maintenance building to the main sub-station box but the initial 
inspection suggests that the cable is a suitable gauge. 
 
 Location of Meteorological mast 
o To comply with the BWEA standard to be used in assessing the turbine 
power-curve the meteorological mast must be within 2-4 turbine blade 
diameters in this case 12-24m.  Since the best position for the turbine is 
as far North as practical the mast will be placed towards the Southern 
end of the allocated area. 
o NSWTC to produce sketches of the meteorological mast.  
 
 Project timeline 
o Current best case estimates suggest installation during the last week of 
November.  The timeline changes, according to Cubic Solutions, are due 
to manufacturer delays, the change in tower height and shipping 
timelines (turbine from Sweden and tower from Norway to be 
consolidated in Finland). 
 
 Council requirements 
o Cubic Solutions asked whether a building approval/licensing is required 
for the installation.  
 
 Internet connection 
o The building is understood to have a telephone connection and this is to 
be investigated in regards to having an internet connection on site.  A 
modem with at three or more Ethernet ports is desirable allowing remote 
monitoring of the turbine output and the NSWTC meteorological data as 
well as a spare port for on site configuration via a PC.  The investigation 
will decide whether a land-line or wireless connection is most suitable. 
 
Action items: 
 
 Does the tower height increase from 15m to 18m require any further approvals? 
 Can the Northern boundary be the treated-pine bollards? 
 What are the fencing requirements? 
 Are their any limitations on the location of the control box? 
 Does the meteorological mast require planning or other approvals? 
 Are building approvals/licenses required for the turbine/mast installation? 
 Are their any specific requirements regarding internet connection at the site? 
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13. Appendix C – CoR Draft Renewable Energy Policy 
 
WIND ENERGY SYSTEMS PLANNING POLICY 3.3.23  
Updated 17/3/11 
 
 
1. Introduction 
There is a growing worldwide demand for renewable energy as many look to reducing their 
carbon footprint on the Earth, as well as reducing energy costs.  The City of Rockingham is no 
different and is seeing a growing interest by residents to install renewable energy devices, 
particularly with the rising costs of electricity.  This may increase when the City‟s Lark Hill 
Sporting Complex Wind Turbine is completed.  
This policy will reinforce the importance of small-scale renewable energy within the City of 
Rockingham and illustrate the City‟s continued commitment towards promoting renewable 
energy.  
The purpose of this Planning Policy is to facilitate the uptake of small scale wind energy 
systems. The Planning Policy sets out the objectives and policy provisions which the Council 
shall have due regard to in the assessment and determination of applications for Planning 
Approval for the installation of Wind Energy Systems within the City of Rockingham.     
In this regard, no person shall commence or carry out any development of a Wind Energy 
System without first having applied for and obtained the planning approval of the Council, 
pursuant to the provisions of Part 6 of Town Planning Scheme No.2 unless it is considered to be 
Exempt from Planning Approval as set out in this policy. 
 
2. Overview of Wind Energy Systems 
Wind Energy Systems can take a variety of forms; however, the most common is the Wind 
Turbine.  
The turbines generate energy via spinning blades which can connect back to an inverter, but are 
more commonly used to generate electricity as „stand alone‟ or „off grid‟ power supply systems. 
There is also potential for wind turbine operators to sell any excess electricity back to electricity 
providers. Wind Turbines have traditionally been designed to spin on a horizontal axis similar to 
an aeroplane propeller; however, recently there has been an increase in vertical axis turbines due 
to more appealing designs and in some cases lower noise levels.  
Wind Turbines can be of a „standalone‟ or „building/structure‟ mounted. Standalone wind 
turbines are better suited to rural areas, whereas building or structure mounted turbines are 
considered more appropriate in residential and commercial/industrial areas.  
Common components of a Wind Turbine System include support towers or securing structures, 
batteries and battery charge controller or a maximum power point tracker, an inverter, wiring 
and cables including an electrical disconnect switch and grounding system.  
 
3. Policy Application 
In Town Planning Scheme No.2, the Zoning Table (Table No.1) indicates, subject to the 
provisions of the Scheme, the uses permitted in the Scheme Area in the various zones.   
The permissibility of Wind Energy System use in Town Planning Scheme No.2 can be 
summarised as follows:- 
(a) The use is not permitted in the Residential, Special Residential, Special Rural, Rural, 
City Centre, Waterfront Village, Baldivis Town Centre, Commercial, Service 
Commercial, Special Commercial, Port Kennedy Business Enterprise, General Industry, 
Special Industry, Light Industry, Development and Community Purposes zones unless 
the Council has exercised its discretion by granting planning approval; 
 
Note:  In the Development Zone, a Structure Plan imposes a classification on the land included 
in it by reference to reserves, zones, land uses or Residential Design Codes.  Where a Structure 
Plan has been approved, in the areas designated as zones, the permissibility of uses is to be the 
same as set out in the Zoning Table as if those areas were zones under the Scheme having the 
same designation.  Refer to clause 4.2.9 of Town Planning Scheme No.2. 
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4. Policy Objectives 
The objectives of this Planning Policy are as follows:- 
(a) To promote the orderly and proper development of land by making suitable provisions 
relating to the location and design of Wind Energy Systems; 
(b) To secure the amenity of the locality by ensuring that Wind Energy Systems are 
consistent with the scale and character of the immediate area; and 
(c) To facilitate the adoption of renewable energy production throughout all areas of the 
City of Rockingham. 
 
5. Policy Statement 
The design of a Wind Energy System must be consistent with the scale and character of the 
locality. Designed with scale and character in mind, the negative impacts on adjoining and 
nearby properties, with specific reference to visual impacts and noise impacts, can be limited.  
In this regard, where a Wind Energy System is located in a residential area, its design should 
lend itself to a domestic (residential) scale and whether in an industrial or residential area, its 
design should be sympathetic to the built form and character of the locality 
 
Height of Wind Energy Systems 
a) In Rural, Special Rural, Special Residential Zones, Commercial and Industrial Zones are 
less than 25 metres in height (including blade tip height); or 
b) Any other zone, except residential zone, are less than 18 metres in height (including blade 
tip height), or 
c) In a residential zone are less than 15 metres in height (including blade tip height) 
  
5.1.1 Setbacks 
It is important that Wind Energy Systems are appropriately located to maximise their energy 
production. It is also important in limiting the impact a Wind Energy System may have on 
surrounding activities.   
1. Each wind turbine is setback from the nearest, non-associated dwelling by at least:- 
Residential/Rural  Commercial/Industrial 
Rated Sound Power 
Level (dB(A)) @ 8m/s Receiver Distance (m)  
Rated Sound Power 
Level (dB(A)) @ 8m/s Receiver Distance (m) 
45 4  60 10 
48 6  70 10 
51 8  80 10 
53 10  90 23 
55 13  100 70 
57 16    
60 23    
65 40    
70 70    
80 210    
90 581    
100 1389    
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a) Where the sound power level value is specified by an independent testing 
laboratory at a wind speed of 8 metres per second in accordance with the 
international standard IEC 61400-11 Noise Measurement. 
  
5.1.2 General requirements 
Each Wind Energy System:- 
1. Is to be clear from power lines in accordance with the requirements of the relevant 
electricity authority; 
2. Is not located on land which a building that is a State or Local Heritage item is located or 
is in a heritage conservation area; 
3. Does not involve the removal or pruning of a tree or other vegetation that requires a 
permit or development approval for removal or pruning, unless that removal or pruning is 
undertaken in accordance with a permit or development consent; and 
4. Is to be installed in accordance with the manufacturer‟s specifications 
 
5.2 Multiple Wind Energy Systems 
Will require sound power level testing, by an independent testing laboratory, at a wind 
speed of 8 metres per second in accordance with the international standard IEC 61400-11 
Noise Measurement. 
 
5.3 Exempt Development 
A Wind Energy System is exempt from Planning Approval if it:- 
a) Is located on land that is zoned for rural purposes; and 
b) Is setback from the nearest, non-associated dwelling by at least 200 metres; and 
c) Is free standing and not relying on other structures for support; and 
d) Is less than 25 metres in height (including blade tip height); and 
e) Is limited to one Wind Energy System per lot and no other existing Wind 
Energy Systems are installed on the lot; and 
f) Is clear from power lines in accordance with the requirements of the relevant 
electricity authority; and 
g) Does not involve the removal or pruning of a tree or other vegetation that 
requires a permit or development consent for removal or pruning, unless that 
removal or pruning is undertaken in accordance with a permit or development 
consent; and 
h) Is installed in accordance with the manufacturer‟s specifications. 
 
5.4 Building Approval 
All applications for Wind Energy Systems will require a Building Licence.  
 
5.5 Health Approval 
All applications for Wind Energy Systems will be referred to the City‟s Environmental Health 
Services for comment prior to the determination of any application. 
 
5.6 Consultation 
Applications for Planning Approval for Wind Energy Systems which proposed variations to the 
recommended location and design criteria noted in this Policy will be the subject of a process of 
community consultation in accordance with clause 6.3.3 of Town Planning Scheme No.2 and 
Planning Procedure No.1.3 - Community Consultation.   
 
5.7 Other Considerations 
Nil 
 
6. Application Procedure 
Applications for planning approval for the establishment of Wind Energy Systems shall be 
made on the form prescribed by the Council, and shall be signed by the owner(s), and 
accompanied by the following information:- 
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(a) A written submission describing the proposal, which should include confirmation that 
the requirements of this Planning Policy can be achieved. This detail should include the 
manufacturers specifications with regards to noise and power generation; 
(b) A location plan depicting surrounding lots, proximity to the nearest non-associated 
dwelling and road layout; 
(c) A detailed site plan to a scale sufficient to identify clearly the boundaries and all 
proposed structures; 
(d) Elevations to all sides of the proposed Wind Energy System to a minimum scale of 
1:100; 
(e) Such plans and other information that the Council may reasonably require to enable the 
application to be determined.  Refer to clause 6.2.2 of Town Planning Scheme No.2; 
and 
(f) The payment of an Administration Fee as detailed in the Council's Planning Information 
Bulletin No.2.2 - Scale of Fees for Planning Services. 
 
6. Authority 
This Planning Policy has been adopted by the Council under clause 8.9 of Town Planning 
Scheme No.2 and whilst it is not part of the Scheme and does not bind the Council in respect of 
any application for planning approval, the Council is to have due regard to the provisions of the 
Policy and the objectives which the Policy is designed to achieve before making its 
determination. 
 
7. Interpretations 
For the purposes of this Planning Policy, the following terms shall have the same meaning as in 
Town Planning Scheme No.2:- 
Council means the Council of the City of Rockingham. 
 
8. Delegation 
Subject to no substantiated objections being received following community consultation, 
applications for planning approval which comply in all respects with the objectives and 
provisions of this Planning Policy will be determined under delegated authority, pursuant to 
clause 8.10 of Town Planning Scheme No.2 and Planning Procedure 1.1 – Delegated Authority.   
In the event that substantiated objections are received following community consultation, the 
application for planning approval will be referred to the Council for determination. 
 
9. Adoption 
This Planning Policy was adopted by the Council at its ordinary Meeting held on the 
________________. 
 
10. Amendment 
This Planning Policy was amended by the Council at its ordinary Meeting held on the 
_________________ (Planning Services Committee _________________). 
 
Appendices 
1. Form 2 - Application for Certificate of Approval 
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14. Appendix D – Submission comparing RE policy and WA 
regulations 
 
The ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION (NOISE) REGULATIONS WA 1997 (Western 
Australian Government, 1997) requires that the A-weighted sound pressure level at a 
non-associated dwelling be 5dB below the „Assigned level‟ see Table 6 below.   
As wind turbine generators can be running during the night, the night time (lowest) limit 
must be used in this case; 55dB - 5dB = 50dB (LA max).  LA max is the maximum A-
weighted sound pressure level that should be detected at any non-associated premises.  
Commercial and Industrial premises could be given separate limits as specified in the 
regulations. 
 
Table 6: WA Regulations Sound Pressure Assigned Levels 
Type of premises 
receiving noise  
Time of day  Assigned level (dB)  
L A 10  L A 1  L A max  
Noise sensitive 
premises at locations 
within 15 metres of a 
building directly 
associated with a 
noise sensitive use  
0700 to 1900 hours 
Monday to Saturday  
45 + 
influencing 
factor  
55 + 
influencing 
factor  
65 + 
influencing 
factor  
0900 to 1900 hours 
Sunday and public 
holidays  
40 + 
influencing 
factor  
50 + 
influencing 
factor  
65 + 
influencing 
factor  
1900 to 2200 hours all 
days  
40 + 
influencing 
factor  
50 + 
influencing 
factor  
55 + 
influencing 
factor  
2200 hours on any day 
to 0700 hours Monday 
to Saturday and 
0900 hours Sunday and 
public holidays  
35 + 
influencing 
factor  
45 + 
influencing 
factor  
55 + 
influencing 
factor  
Noise sensitive 
premises at locations 
further than 15 metres 
from a building 
directly associated 
with a noise sensitive 
use  
All hours  60 75 80 
Commercial premises  All hours  60 75 80 
Industrial and utility 
premises  
All hours  65 80 90 
 
The influencing factor in the regulations refers to the characteristics of the noise such 
as; tonality; modulation or impulsiveness.  These characteristics are specified within the 
WA regulations but the general meanings are: 
Tonality:  the centring of sound around a particular frequency/frequencies 
or note; 
Modulation:   the regular or cyclic change in amplitude or frequency of sound 
of a particular tone; 
Impulsiveness:  short, sharp sound variation across a wide range of frequencies 
like hammering or clapping (Standards Australia, 1985). 
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Under the WA regulations these characteristics are either apparent or not (no sliding 
scale for the magnitudes), the penalties are detailed in  
Table 7 below. 
 
 
Table 7:  Penalties Imposed for Noise Characteristics 
Adjustment where noise emission is 
not music.  These adjustments are 
cumulative to a maximum of 15 dB.  
Adjustment where noise 
emission is music  
Where tonality is 
present  
Where 
modulation 
is present  
Where 
impulsiveness 
is present  
Where 
impulsiveness 
is not present  
Where 
impulsiveness 
is present  
+5 dB  +5 dB  +10 dB  +10 dB  +15 dB  
 
 
There is very little information available on small wind turbine generator acoustic noise 
output which increases the need for a conservative approach to be made in regards to 
policies on noise limits.  It should also be noted that due to the relatively unfamiliar 
technology and unusual noise characteristics of wind turbines the subjective annoyance 
noise levels may occur at lower levels then conventional and well-known noise 
producing equipment, eg. motors.  With this in mind the penalty factors of modulation 
and tonality, specified in the regulations, should be added to the received sound pressure 
level to ensure any turbine complies with the regulations. 
 
Tonality is tested and if apparent a +5dB penalty is added to the sound power level 
rating of small wind turbines (Renewable UK, 2009).  However, only a single unit of a 
particular model is tested for this rating and, tonality could be produced by 
imperfections in blades and gear boxes in other units of the same model (Klug, 2002).  
The tonality penalty then shall be added to the received sound pressure level to account 
for individual turbine differences.  This will disadvantage those turbines that have the 
tonality added to the sound power level rating but should ensure compliance for all 
installations. 
 
Modulation may be apparent in small wind turbines and is usually produced by the 
interaction between each blade and the tower as it is passed (especially apparent in the 
most common upwind turbines) (Rogers, Manwell and Wright, 2006).  The level of 
modulation is often increased with the number of turbines at a site especially when the 
blade tower passes of the turbines move in and out of synchronism. 
 
Impulsivity is unlikely in a normally operating upwind small wind turbine and it would 
be excessively prohibitive to add this penalty on top of the tonality and modulation 
penalties (which have been added regardless of actual noise output).  Down-wind style 
turbines can produce impulsive sounds but this design is very uncommon, the penalty 
could be added to this style only.  In any event as the maximum penalty added is +15dB 
for the three characteristics it would only increase the total added penalty by a further 
+5dB. 
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In the interest of simplifying this complex issue for installers and purchasers of small 
wind turbines the sound pressure level at the receiver has been converted to sound 
power levels of the turbine and the respective distances the installation must be from the 
receiver see Table 8 below.   
Note: The difference between sound power and sound pressure is analogous to a light globe 
power and its light intensity (or brightness).  For example a 100W light globe is always 
consuming 100W but the intensity detected is dependent on the distance from the light globe. 
 
 
Table 8: Rated Sound Power Levels and Receiver Distances Converted to SPL at Receiver 
Rated Sound 
Power Level 
(dB(A)) 
Receiver 
Distance (m) 
Sound Pressure 
Level at Receiver 
(dB(A)) 
Sound Pressure 
Level at Receiver 
(dB(A)) With 
10dB penalty 
% difference 
between level at 
receiver and 
50dB limit 
70 25 33.98 43.98 -12.03% 
70 40 29.86 39.86 -20.29% 
80 40 39.86 49.86 -0.29% 
80 126 29.63 39.63 -20.73% 
90 126 39.63 49.63 -0.73% 
90 200 35.40 45.40 -9.20% 
 
The sound power levels (Lw) and receiver distances (R) were taken from the draft 
renewable energy policy and converted to sound pressure levels at the receiver (Lp) 
using the equation: 
Lp = Lw -10log(2πR2) – αR (Rogers et al, 2006) 
 
Where α is the constant 0.003 dB(A)/m which is the broadband attenuation of noise due 
to air absorption. 
 
Further adding to the conservative nature of this assessment the rated sound power level 
of the turbine is the sound power level at the rotor height of the turbine (Renewable UK, 
2009).  The above calculation uses the distance between the base of a turbine and the 
receiver.  This calculation therefore underestimates the distance between the turbine and 
the receiver resulting in an overestimation of the received sound pressure level.  This 
significantly simplifies the policy as otherwise the turbine height together with the 
difference in height between turbine and receiver would be required to assess 
compliance.  For example, the method used allows for a turbine with a rotor height of 
10m be installed at a location with the ground level being 10m below the receiver level 
(the worst case scenario) and still complying with the regulations.  
 
As can be seen in Table 8 the calculated sound pressure levels are all below the 
50dB(A) limit specified in the regulations. 
Note:  The turbine rated sound power levels at the turbine rotor are usually given as LWd,8m/s 
(sound power at 8m/s wind speed at turbine rotor height) and this has been converted to sound 
pressure at the receiver and then compared to the maximum sound pressure at the receiver under 
the regulations.   
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15. Appendix E – Letter to Murdoch University – Request 
for Wind Atlas Quotation  
Our Ref: EVM/137;  D11/9973 
Your Ref: ----- 
Enquiries to: Kim Ritchie 
4th February 2011 
 
Dr Jonathan Whale 
National Small Wind Turbine Centre 
Murdoch University 
Murdoch Drive 
MURDOCH  WA  6150 
 
Dear Dr Whale 
 
Re: Request for Quotation - Modelling of the wind climate over the City of Rockingham. 
 
The City of Rockingham intends to facilitate and encourage the use of wind turbines both in 
Council facilities and the general community.  One step towards this goal will be the knowledge 
of the wind resources available across the City and the effective use of information to inform 
community members who may be considering installing a wind turbine. 
 
An invitation is extended to you to submit a written quotation for the preparation of a „wind 
atlas‟ for the City of Rockingham and surrounds.  A Request for Quotation containing the 
required details for the wind atlas is attached. 
 
Please ensure your written Quotation is lodged by 4:30pm, Friday, 25th February 2011.  
Quotations may be posted to: 
 
The Chief Executive Officer 
City of Rockingham 
PO Box 2142 
ROCKINGHAM  DC  6967 
Attention:   Kim Ritchie 
 
Alternatively, quotations may be submitted by facsimile to (08) 9592 1705. 
 
Thank you in anticipation of your written Quotation.  You will be advised if your Quotation has 
been successful in due course. 
 
In the meantime, please direct any enquiries to Mr Kim Ritchie on 9528 0498. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
P STRANO 
CO-ORDINATOR, 
SUSTAINABILITY & ENVIRONMENT 
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Request for Quotation 
 
Modelling of the wind climate over the City of Rockingham 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The City is seeking quotes for the preparation of a wind atlas for the Rockingham City 
area and surrounds and an effective way to communicate the information to the 
community. 
 
2. Background Information 
 
The City of Rockingham is currently drafting a renewable energy policy specifically 
regarding small wind turbine installations.  Once adopted, the City intends to facilitate 
and encourage the use of wind turbine both in Council facilities and the general 
community.  
 
The effective installation, and uptake, of wind generation is dependent on the 
knowledge of average wind speeds at potential locations and the effective use of this 
information by the organisation and community is essential.   
 
3. Scope of Work 
 
You are invited to submit a quote and an outline of the methodology and timeframe to 
undertake the preparation of a wind atlas for Rockingham.   
 
Please state a breakdown of the costs including the mapping, the methodology report 
and the explanatory information  
 
The Wind Atlas should:  
 
 Use a medium resolution grid (0.5km – 2 km).  
 Provide wind information, as a minimum, at the two heights of 10m and 50m.  
 Be provided in a format suitable for entry into the City of Rockingham GIS 
(MapInfo tables, MapInfo MIF/MID files or ESRI Shapefiles and using GDA94 
projection). 
 
The delivered items for the Wind Atlas should include:  
 
 A report detailing the methodology, approach and results. 
 GIS-compatible files (as above) showing the grid in MGA94 Zone 50 
coordinates.  
 GIS-compatible files (as above) detailing the average wind speeds and vectors 
for each height in the grid sectors.  
 Provide explanatory information detailing what the data means for the general 
domestic turbine installers, in regards to potential wind generation output, both a 
hard copy and a editable electronic version. 
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4. Qualifications 
 
Experience in preparing Wind Atlases should be demonstrated.  Other wind resource 
assessment related experience would be beneficial. 
 
5. Timeframe 
 
The Wind Atlas and associated submissions should be completed within 3 months of 
commission.  
 
The quote will be assessed on price, methodology and qualifications. 
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16. Appendix F – Electronic Appendices 
 
A1 Turbine Acoustic Noise Analysis file 
 
A1 Turbine Duration Test file 
 
A1 Turbine Power Performance Test files 
 
A1 Validated Raw data file 
 
City of Rockingham Renewable Energy Policy calculation file 
 
Final Presentation file 
 
Gantt Chart Files 
 
RETScreen Analysis file 
 
WAsP Assessment files 
 
